DTN Ag Marketplace

Peace of mind through goal,
offer, & inventory control.
Today, you face an extraordinary, powerful set of challenges.
Unfavorable basis. Oversupplies of grain. Tariffs. High input costs.
Extreme weather events. Together, they create a perfect storm of
volatility, which is washing away profit margins. We’re here to help.
DTN Ag Marketplace is our free, independent mobile app for
iOS. With it, you can find and quickly act on seasonal marketing
opportunities and short-lived rallies.
It facilitates end-to-end grain sales on your schedule, from your
smartphone. With it, you can take control of key decisions and do
business with numerous grain buyers — all on a single, easy to use
platform. You’ll know when to sell, where to sell, and what to sell.
• Set and manage your marketing goals. You can create multiple
goals for each commodity, setting your amounts, dates, and
prices. Monitor your progress, at a glance, throughout the year
to ensure you stay on course.
• Centralize your offers. You can quickly make and manage offers
with many of your trusted agribusiness partners at once —
without disrupting the relationships you’ve spent years building.
View cash bids for your closest buyers in a single view. Filter the
information based on your chosen criteria. Then, make and track
your offers using a single platform and account. This reduces the
chance of missed opportunities by keeping them in one place.
Your buyers can enter your offers on their side and push the
transaction data to you via the app as your confirmation.

DTN Ag Marketplace

• Easily keep track your inventory. Enter it once
and it will update automatically each time
you sell grain. This ensures your information is
always current, saves you time, and eliminates
errors and double entries. You can also view
your previous year’s inventories and forecast
upcoming crop inventory.

One-stop selling
With DTN Ag Marketplace’s clean, simple
dashboard, you can view and understand your
current market position at anytime. See your
sales goals, sales targets, inventory status, and
average price across multiple commodity types
and crop years.
DTN Ag Marketplace simplifies how you do
business. It eliminates the need to manage
multiple accounts and logins for each of your
grain buyers’ websites and trading portals.
And you can be assured your data will always
remain private — we never share it. At DTN,
we’re committed to our independence so we can
protect yours.
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